
July 6, 2010 

 

EBRD response to Japan 

 

Extension of Approval by mail of  CTF funding for project entitled, Ukraine: Renewables 

Direct Lending Facility 

 

Dear Mr. Sasaki 

 

As previously stated and as you note it is anticipated that CTF funding would normally be used as senior debt 

alongside EBRD and commercial finance (where this is available), although likely with a different tenor and/or 

margin.  In exceptional cases where a project has particular merits, both technically and commercially, but where the 

investors are unable to provide the required level of equity to meet normal gearing ratios it is proposed that CTF 

funding may be considered on a subordinate basis in order to ensure senior debt (including EBRD) is not over-

geared.  This use would be based on the situation outlined in paragraph 15 of the Clean Technology Fund document: 

Financing Products, Terms, and Review Procedures for Private Sector Operations and would only happen when the 

EBRD considered that use of CTF funds in this way is both (i) necessary in order to enable a commercially viable 

debt structure to be established and (ii) would be beyond ‘business as usual’ as a transaction for the EBRD as 

described in the CTF document, i.e. in essence where the normal levels of risk/reward required by the Bank cannot 

be met because the required levels of return on a commercial basis would exceed what the project could pay but 

which could meet the required returns of concessional CTF financing.  In this situation the Bank may not necessarily 

be able to provide financing pari passu with the CTF funds precisely because the circumstances are beyond the 

'business as usual' and would require pricing that would adversely impact the project's ability to service debt.  While 

it should be emphasized again that the Bank thinks that such situations would be rare it is exactly this kind of 

situation where the CTF funding is most additional and will complement commercially priced funding (which 

EBRD's mandate obliges us to provide).Please let us know if you require any further clarifications. 

 

With kind regards 

 

Peter Hobson 

Senior Banker 

 


